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Motion Sensor Homework
In today's lab, we learned that just as I can draw a graph showing how the position of an
object changes over time, I can draw a graph of velocity or acceleration versus time. The
time coordinate connects all three graphs together, so that I know the position, velocity, and acceleration at any
given time.

So, for example, looking at the position graph below, I see that the object started out unmoving, sped up
backwards, then slowed to a stop and reversed direction, ending up going forward. In this description, the
words "unmoving", "backwards", "stop", and "forward" refer to velocity; I see them represented on the velocity
graph in the pattern of 0, -, 0, +. "Speed up" and "slow down" are change-in-motion phrases, talking about
acceleration, and sure enough, the acceleration has a section of negative acceleration and then one of positive
acceleration in the right spots.

. 1 What were the acceleration, velocity, and position of the object at t = 7 s?

. 2 How fast was the object accelerating at the position s = 2 m?

. 3 Where was the object when it first reached a velocity of -2 m/s?

. 4 How fast was the object going when it started accelerating forward?

. 5 Challenge: You can find the average velocity over the whole time in two ways:
By drawing a line from the start point on the position graph to the end point and then finding its
slope
By finding a horizontal line through the velocity graph such that if you shade in between that line and
the object's curve, the areas filled in above and below the line are the same.

Show that these two ways of finding average velocity agree.



. 6 In the motion sensor lab, you were given time to record an extra trial
and then swap position graphs with some other group. Record their
graph to the right. Then, describe the motion it records.

The graphs below are position, velocity, and acceleration graphs for five DVAT runs. Match up the graphs
by writing the number of the velocity graph and the letter of the acceleration graph next to each position
graph.

Position Velocity Acceleration

1: A:

2: B:

3: C:

4: D:

5: E:


